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ABSTRAClT 
An exact solution of dual series equ8tiona involving heat polynomiels P%, (2, 1) 
is given. Dual series equations involving generalized L8guerre polynomials considered 
by Lowndes, Srivastava, and Panda are shown to be special c-es of the equations 
considered in the present paper. The solution derived here for the Laguerre ease is 
different from those obtained by the previous authors. Values of the series on the 
intervals where these are not already specified 8re given. An exact solution of the 
assooiated dual sequenoe equations is also given. Certain integral and series re- 
presentations for P,,, (2, t) and WK, (2, t) are derived which are needed in the 
present 8nalysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dual series equations involving orthogonal polynomials have been 
considered by many authors (see, for example [4], [a], [7]). Using a 
generalization of multiplying factor technique of Lowndes [4], Srivastava 
[7] solved dual series equations involving two different Laguerre poly- 
nomials. A mild generalization of Srivastava’s result is contained in a 
recent paper of Panda [6]. 
In the present paper we consider the following dual series equations: 
(1) 2 A,, t-n Q” qY+$+n+p) ~n+p,&, 4)=/(x, t), o<z<y n-o 
466 
(2) 5 An Pn+p,a@, --q=&c t), y<z<m 
n-0 G+Q+n+zd 
where f(z, t) and g(z, t) are prescribed functions for t>e> 0 and A, is 
to be determined, and P,&r, t) is the heat polynomial [3] defined by 
(3) Pn.v(? t) = v>o 
We shall also be concerned with solution of the following dual sequence 
equations 
(4) an= 7 llseu(2, 4)Wn,a(s,t)@&, n=o, 1,2, . . . . N 
0 
(5) bn= 3 u(x, -t)Wn,v(x,t)2+dx, n=N+l,N+2, . . . 
0 
where on and b, are given (assumed small enough) and ~(2, -t) is to be 
determined, and IV,,&, t) is the Appell transform of P,Js, -t) defined 
bY 
(7) Cl&c, t)= (2t)-‘+ exp (-z*/rit). 
It may be noted that Pn,c(z, t)=v&r, t), the ordinary heat polynomial 
of even order defined in [S] and that P,&r, - 1) = ( - l)n 22nn! L,? (S/4) = 
=ZZcn(x/2), the Hermite polynomial of even order defined in [I]. 
In the next section we derive two differentiation formulae and certain 
integral and series representations for P&X, -t) and ?V,Jz, t). In 
section 3 we obtain solution of dual series equations (1) and (2), and 
point out some interesting special cases. In section 4 we obtain values 
of the series on the intervals over which they are not already specified. 
Section 6 is devoted to the solution of dual sequence equations (4) and (5). 
The analysis is purely formal and no attempt is made to supply details 
of rigour. 
2. CERTAIN INTEGRAL AND SERIES REPRESENTATIONS 
The he& polynomial P,,,(s, t) is related to the generalized Laguerre 
polynomial by 
(8) P,,,(z, -t) = ( - 1)s 2sn n! tn Lt;-‘(a/rt). 
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Using the orthogonality relation for L?‘(z) it can easily be verified that 
for t>O, 
(9) 7 wm,v (x, q ~n,v(x, -Q-m(x) = dm,n/k 
0 
where 
(10) a(x) = 2*-” [F(Y + +)]-I 3 dx 
(11) kn=r(Y+~)/[24~ n! r(Y+&+n)]. 
Now, using the formula (27) of [l, p. 1901 in the form 
and the relation (8) we obtain atonce that 
(13) 
( ) 
-& m {P+--l Pn,v+m(X, - t)}= r~v~~~n’ xz*-’ pt8,V(x, -t) 
The relation [EJ, p. 1261 
(14 e-“Lf)(x)=(-1)m g m 
0 
{e-2 L$+“) (x)1, n> 0 
together with (8) yields 
(15) (-40rn gz 
( > 
m {e-@/4$) P,,y(x , -t,> = e-@/4t) Pm,y(x, - q. 
Now we derive a few fractional integral type representations for 
P&x, -t) and W&x, t). Using the definition of Beta function and 
integrating the series for P,&.r, -t) term by term with respect to z it 
can easily be seen that 
(16) 
P,,,+/#, -q=2p9-%9+1 r(B+v+a+n) . 
aw(~+*+n) 
- s’ + ($-x’)~--’ P,,,v(x, -t)dx (/3>0, Y> -&). 
0 
Using the following form of the Beta function formula 
where A>p and s+/.A > 0, and integrating the series for P,&r, -t) term 
by term with respect to t we get 
467 
1 
$ t-‘L--i (t - a)~-- Pn,v(Z, - t)dt w-9 
= ~(P-W(V+++4 u-(,+)+r) J%-J+!i+n) 
p n&G - 4, (p>v> --#I 
Expressing P,Jz, -t) in terms of generalized Laguerre polynomial by 
means of (8) and using the formula [2, p. 4061 
(19) $ e-z(z-~)B-lL~)(x)~=r(B)e-‘L~-B)(~), (fx+1>/3>0) 
it can be proved that 
(20) Pn,v-/.I (5, -q = 2’+9 & - e@lrt) 7 x(22- p)@-1 e-Q/W Pn&-c, - t)ok, 
(v+4>@>0) 
Therefore, in view of (6) we a,lso have 
(21) K&,v-p (5‘, t) = 94 G 1 2(Lc2--P)fl-l Wn,v(z, t)dx (v+#>/!?>O) 
Now we derive certain series representations for P,,,(z, t) and W&S, t). 
Using the generating relation [3] 
(22) (1 -!&)-'-, ,&(142t)= 
and the relation 
(l-4&)-‘-* ezet/(l-42:)=(1-4Zt)-('-'1) (I- 4qf-” @%/(148t) 
it follows atonce that 
Equation (23) can be inverted to get 




- 2+-i+ t-2% cfv(z, t) P,,, (2, -t) (2p>v) 
Equation (24) follows from (23) since they each are equivalent to 
7 2+r x@ t2k O&, t) P&, -t) P,&, -t)dz 
0 
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Next, an application of the relation (6) to (23) and (24) leads to the 
following representations for W&z, t) . 
n 
(26) Wla,Y(X, G= 2 
r(n + 1) r(v -p + n - k) G,(x, t)( - t/4)k-” 
k-O r(v-p) r(n-k+ 1) WC+ 1) G&, t) K.p(x, t) 
and 
(26) 2+-r e W&p (2, t) 
=: r(v-p+n-k)r(p+++E) -t n-k n-k r(v-~)r(n--++)~(v+~+n, -7 ( > 
B-’ e Wn,v(x, t) (2(/A > v) 
3. SOLUTION OF DUAL SERIES EQTJA!l’IONS 
Multiplying equation (1) by t@+m+pG)(t - ly)p+‘+m-+-1, where m is a positive 
integer, integrating with respect to t from Q to oo and using (18), we get 
(27) 
5 An 
r(p+m+n+p+~) Pn+P,p+m(E, -e) = w, e), 0 < 5 <y n-0 
where ,u+m>v> -4 and 
w3) F(E, e) = r(pe;i,t_v) 7 t-w+~+~+*) (t-@)“+‘R-‘-’ f(E, qat 
Further, setting t=~ in (2), multiplying it by z(~c-P)+r-~ e-s/4, inte- 
grating with respect to x from t to oo and applying (20) we obtain 
(29) nzo r(Cl+~;p+tfn+p.p(S, -e)=G@e)> y<l<- 
where a>,~> -8 and 
(30) G(l, @) zz 21-V-N e-‘“-~’ & 9 x(x2 - f‘fJ)e-p-1 e-@/u) g(x, e)dx. 
Now, multiplying (27) by E ( 2 p++m)-1 and applying the operator (d/&p)” 
we see, in view of (13), that 
where 
(32) m [P(‘+“+l F(t, Q)]. 
The left hand sides of (31) and (29) are now identical and an application 
of the orthogonality relation (9) yields the solution of the pair (1) and (2) 
in the form 
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UP + S) ; %z+p,p (L e) 4k e) &W) 
(33) 
An = 24(n+p) (n+p)! 
[ o 
+ 7 %+p,p (E, e) WE, e) fJJ-%) 
V 1 
where Y(E, e) and W, e) are the same as defined by (32) and (30) re- 
spectively, and d&)(E) is defined by (10). 
Using the relation (8) and setting B, = ( - l)n+p2z(n+p)(12+~) ! we find 




Lt;f (q4t) = t-p f(x, t), 0 <z < y 
n-0 
(35) 2 Bntn 
Q+S+n+z-d 
L,(*?pt) (s/at) = t-p g(z, t), y < z < 00 
n-0 
where t >e> 0, and their solution is given by 
where Y([, e), C;r(E, e) and &52(E) are the same as defined by (32), (30) 
and (10) respectively. Notice that the equations (34) and (36) are generali- 
zations of the equations considered by Panda [5], in fact her equations 
can be deduced simply on taking t =e= 1 in the above equations, but 
the two solutions are disjoint. The solutions of dual equations involving 
generalized Laguerre polynomials can be obtained independently by the 
above procedure. 
4. VALUES OF SERIES (1) AND (2) 
The quantities of interest in physical applications are the values of the 
series (1) and (2) on the intervals where their values are not specified. 
Let us suppose that for t> e > 0, 
(37) 2 
A, t-n em 
Q+4+n+p) 
Pn+P,V @, -q=&q t), y<x<oo 
lb-0 
(36) 5 An Pn+p,a(q -t)=y(s,t), o<z<y 
s-0 rCu+#+n+P) 
460 
Substituting the value of A, from (33) in (27), we get 
46~ t) = r(p + 6) C j! J(E, e) PP4 t,t) cU45) 
(39) 
0 
f 7 G(E, e) J’(z, E, t) dW)l Y 
where 
and 
it being understood that Q(x, 6, t) = 0 when p= 0. 





p(x3 c5y t)= ZyY-p)r(Y++) * 
. i!.-+zfl+t a(s- [(t/a)‘) z(X2-P2t/u)r--p--l -&(z, t, t) 
where H(t) denotes Heaviside’s unit function. Therefore, (39) can be 
rewritten as 
1 
rtru + a, 
wp O= r(Y+?J)r(Y-p) - 2P-‘+1 e -o-B-* p-r+.@+*. 
(43) 
‘s H(z - W/e)*) 2(x2 - Pt/eP-’ J(E, e) d4t) 
0 
where G(E, e), 9((, 9) and &(z, 6, t) are the same as de&red by (30), (32) 
and (41) respectively. 
In order to determine the value of p(z, t) defined by (38), we apply 
(15) to (38), substitute for A, from (33), and then interchange the order 
of integration and summation and thus obtain 




{ WA 8, e) J%, e) a(t)+ 3 Tb, t, e) W, e) d&Z) 
0 Y 1 
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where 
(45) T(x, E, e) = 2 ho-m (x7 -e) r(p+++n) 24nn! Wn,#, e) - Wx, t, e) n-0 
and 
(46) 
Ntx, [, e) = 95’ %u-~ 66 -e) 
&.4++++) 24nn! Wf+ (6, e) n-0 
it being understood as before that N(x, E, e) =0 for p=O. 
Now, evaluating the first sum on the right hand side of (45) by means 
of (9) and (20), we get 
(47) 2++‘J-(n ~‘-~(p-x2)r-a+m-1~(~_x)_ Ntx, 6, e) r(p-a+m) 
where N(z, 6, e) is the same as decked by (46). 
Thus, Anally we have 
i 14x, e) e- ce2/W = (_ l)m fp+t-r e-m 61-2~ ,-(PW rt,u + 4) I+---o+m) 
. - 
(H 
dz2 m j Y(E, e)(P - x2)p-s+mn-1 d@E) 
0 
(48) 1 + 7 C&5, e)(P -*)p-a+a-l dQ(t) Y 1 
where 45, e), Q(E, e) and N(x, 6, e) are the same as defined by (32), 
(30) and (46) respectively. 
5. SOLUTION OB DUAL SEQUENOE EQUATIONS 
To solve the dual sequence equations (4) and (6) we proceed as follows : 
Let c + A = p. Then using (4) and (26) we can write 
1 
A r(n+ 1) I@-A+n-k) 
(49) 
Gw-” k;. qp--1) Q&-k+ 1) F(k+ 1) (-t’4)k” ak 
= $ u(x, -t) x@ wn,, (x9 tm 
462 
and by (6) and (24) we have 
i 
00 r(Y-/4+k--n) &4+f++) 
(50) ‘ 
2r-t kz< r(Y-p) r(k-n+ 1) I++*+k) (-t’4)k-n !@* bk 
1 
= I u(x, -t) x@ Iv,,, (x, t) ax. 
Now, an application of heat polynomial expansion theorem [3, Theorem 
5.1, p. 7491 gives the solution of (4) and (5) in the form 
u(z, t)’ “%. k$o (- l)k-n l 
-  w  
p+t-ecn+k+r) tA+k--R-l4 T(p - A+ 12 -k) 
l I+-A) r(p+*+n) qn-k+ 1) F(k+ 1) 
ak &a,/4 (4 t )  
+ n-;+I k:m ( - -  lPn -  
2+-r-a-atk-n r(Y--II+k-n)l 
l F(Y-/J) l’(n+ 1) r(k:-n+ 1) l++i+k) bkPnep (x9 t, 
where c+A=p>v/2. 
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